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I AND I ARE THE PAMPHLETTE! (Praise Jah!)

It’s that time of  the year! We need to set some benchmarks to scope out what a successful semester will look 
like for The Pamphlette. These are the best we could come up with.

() Petition Apple to make their autocorrect feature stop turning “Pamphlette” into 
“pamphlet” on the grounds that Steve Jobs’ undying Reed spirit would have wanted it that 
way. (R.I.P.)

() Change the legal name of  “Reed Lake” to “Reed Puddle,” because no self-respecting lake 
is one-foot deep.

() Explicitly insult the Quest at least twice per issue. (The Quest sucks! Ha! That’s one.)

() Implicitly insult Reed College’s 101-year-old student-run newspaper at least once per issue. 
Actually, that reminds me. My great-grandmother turned 101 over the summer. It’s kind of  
sad, actually. She has reached that point in her 101-year life where nothing she says makes 
sense, and she’s so antiquated that no one really listens to her even when she has something 
interesting to say.  (Ha!)

() Get budget to kidnap or purchase a 
bowlegged giraffe. 

() Name said giraffe “Sean,” to replace our 
incommunicado writer, Sean, and place a 
tophat on his silly giraffe head.

() Expand the ceiling of  the ETC to 
accomodate silly Sean’s huge neck (To 
clarify: we are talking about the giraffe here. 
Sean Howard’s neck is of  average length).

() Teach Sean to speak english.

() Give Sean a knife and an eye-patch, and train him so that when we ask if  he has any new 
articles for a given week’s issue, he will respond, “WELL, I HAVE A ROUGH GIRAFFE!”

() Hire some new writers. (The Pamphlette is an equal opportunity employer.)

() Make you laugh. D’awwwww!

PAMPHLETTE’S GOALS REED: Some Fun Facts!
• One possible anagram of  “Honor Principle” is “Enrich Lip Porno.” Coincidence? I 

think not.
• The phrase “Olde Reed is dead” is actually a reference to a person, Reed “Olde Reed” 

McNaughton, a 119-year-old member of  our school’s first graduating class. Contrary 
to popular belief, Olde Reed is very much alive, albeit cryogenically preserved in the 
far reaches of  the Eliot Hall basement. Feel free to go say hi, but be forewarned: he 
hates freshmen, and he’s a little racist.

• If  you sing the entirety of  the Beatles’s “Hey, Jude” to Commons George, he will give 
you a free waffle and be your best friend for life. 

• Reed’s original motto, “Stand Erect and Perform with Honorable Stamina,” was 
replaced in 1967, when a Quest poll revealed that only 17% of  the student body 
understood that it referred  to enduring moral strength and not sexual prowess. Dirty 
hippies, indeed!

• The tears of  an ODB bug are said to make he who drinks them immortal. 
Interestingly, the only way to make an ODB bug cry is to keep it in Chittick for an 
entire school year. Happy hunting!

• Each year, Reed College admits 5 actual zombies into its student body as a means 
of  countering the negative zombie stereotypes promulgated by games such as 
“Zombies versus Humans.” It is, however, extremely rude to ask a classmate whether 
or not he or she is one of  these zombies. Doing so has, in the past, resulted in some 
unfortunate student deaths (and some deservedly satisfied zombies). 

• This year, you may see people on campus dressed in athletic garb and doing active 
things. These people are not Reedies. They are contract workers, hired on a per-
semester basis by the administration to make outsiders think we are healthy and fit.

Respeck!
 I and I are the Pamphlette. I and I are a cohort 
of  persons who have taken upon themselves the task (duty, 
really) to try to make laughs explode from either your 
mouth-hole or inside your brain-tubes on a weekly basis.
 It is not an easy endeavor. A clever endeavor, 
maychance, but indubitably difficult. I and I, by virtue 
of  trying to fill this double-sided, legal-sized paper with 
humor, sometimes fail. Less often, I and I also offend. (I 
and I are not universally loved, which is a fact that I and I 
on the planet need to learn to deal with, I and I think.) 
By any means, there are three steps I and I are going to 
take this year to try to address I and I’s occasional lack of  
humor and wealth of  offensiveness. They follow:
 First, I and I at the Pamphlette wish to infuse 
the content in I and I’s pamphlet(te) with Rastafarian 
ethics. After spending the summer listening to reggae 
(Frankie Jones- he will change you and you, seriously and 
seriously) for eight hours every day, I and I have learned to 
1) not smoke the seed and 2) praise Jah. Therefore, every 
issue shall heretofore not violate the inherent equality of  I 
and I. Further, Babylon must fall, and I and I will NEVER 
poke fun at the holy Snoop Lion. Rawwwrrr.
 Second, I and I aim to start printing 

retractions. Occasionally, these retractions will be silly (see: 
“We Fucked Up!”). However, I and I want to make it clear 
that I and I are not out to put others down. 

I and I’s intentions are good, but I and I acknowledge that 
I and I screw up sometimes. So, in the spirit of  civility, I 
and I will gladly engage anyone who is offended by I and 
I’s material. 

 Because last year the Pamphlette was graffitied 
more than one time, I and I feel the need to ask you and 
you to resist drawing excessively on more than a handful 
of  copies of  the Pamphlette per week. Instead of  picking 
up the mighty pen or sharpie, please email I and I. (The 
email address is always on the back.) I and I can talk, and 
if  I and I determine it was a serious mess-up on I and I’s 
behalf, I and I will personally pull the issue, or at the very 
least publish an apology in next week’s issue, including the 
specific ways in which I and I think that I and I were being 
assholes (see: “We Really Fucked Up!”). 
 Third, I and I are going to openly accept 
submissions from the student body. I and I can’t guarantee 
what you and you email to I and I will be in that week’s 
issue, but I and I are extremely short-staffed right now, and 
I and I would love to see what you and you write.
 I and I are excited to get on with the giggling 
and guffawing, though, so I and I shall conclude this short 
update by saying that I and I wish you the most pleasant of  
academic years here at Reed College. I and I are resolved 
for free speech, unhollowed honor, and holy Jah. I and I 
hope that you and you resolve similarly. ONWARD TO 
ZION. 

--(With mad respeck and love) The Pamphlette

by BB

 In order to address those rare instances where we truly do offend someone on 
a deep personal basis, we will publish sincere apologies under the header “WE REALLY 
FUCKED UP!” along with any other information that the offended party/parties would like 
us to print. 

by EC & BB

 This is where we will print retractions on a weekly basis. These retractions 
will include (but not be limited to) solecisims, economic or meteorological forecasting 
errors, apologies for mean things we say about non-human animals, errors that never 
actually happened, and apologies for mean things we will say about inanimate objects 
(like oversized pencils from Holland that your friend might have gotten you as a gift, even 
though you’d rather have the three Euro he spent on it instead because it’s a useless fucking 
pencil, and it’s just too goddamn big to write with). As an example:

•	 The	Pamphlette	would	like	to	apologize	to	oversized	pencils	from	Holland. 
We did not wish to demean oversized pencils. We only said the things that we said 
because our friend who went to Holland hinted he would bring us back mushrooms, 
and instead he gave us a three-foot fucking pencil, which is like the opposite of  
mushrooms. And friendship. 

WE FUCKED UP! :( WE REALLY FUCKED UP! :(((

This happy soccer  
player (left) clearly 
does not attend Reed.

by BB & EC

by BB


